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317 SCOUTS

 (317.0) ADVANCED ELECTRONIC WARFARE

Advanced Operations includes many new scout ships (and
new types of scout ships) and other EW rules.

 (317.1) AUXILIARY SCOUTS

Any empire can build auxiliary scouts, starting on Turn #1.
See the Consolidated Auxiliary Rule (549.0) in Fighter Op-

erations 2016. These are reprinted on page 47 of this book.

 (317.2) EW FOR PLANETARY DEFENSES

Each battalion (PDU or PGB) produces one electronic war-
fare point, but the maximum EW that can be produced by all of
the battalions on a given planet is four EW points. This EW does
not allow a PDU to support extended reaction (205.3). This rule
is repeated verbatim in (313.13).

 (317.3) FEDERATION E3A HEAVY SWAC

The Federation began operating a heavier version of the
SWAC shuttle, the E3A, in Y178 (Turn #20). The designations
E3 and E3A are interchangeable; the counter says E3.

(317.31) OPERATIONS: The differences are as follows:
E3As take six damage points to destroy by directed dam-

age.
E3As replace a maximum of one E2C on any given carrier.
E3 SWACs can only be used on used only on heavy carri-

ers, space control ships, conjectural battleship carriers, conjec-
tural stellar domination ships, dreadnought heavy carriers,
starbases, and stellar fortresses; CVD, DCS, BCV, BCS, DVL,
medium, light, or escort carriers (and NCL-based carriers) can-
not use E-3As. (Any Federation ship could carry one as cargo,
but only CVS and larger carriers can use one. BCV and BCS
ships can carry one SWAC of either type.)

E3As produce two EW points rather than only one.
If an E3A goes wild, reduce the battle intensity by 0, 0, 2, 3,

3, and 3 points (518.43), respectively.

(317.32) PRODUCTION: Production of the E2C is one for free
and (if the Federation player wants) a second one for three EPs
per turn. One E3A can be built each turn (for four EPs), replacing
the second E2C; no E3As are received for free. There is no way
to convert an E2C into an E3A.

 (317.4) ADDITIONAL SCOUTS

Several additional scout units are provided in Advanced
Operations. Some notes are given here regarding these.

Hydran Pegasus: These scouts were used for traffic and
customs control and belonged to the Hydran police. They were
not intended for combat. When the General War began, the Hy-
drans pressed these ships into combat service. The last were
later converted into the first Hydran PFTs. The Hydrans have
four of these ships in the off-map area, three of which can be
brought onto the map (one per turn) starting with Turn #1 or any
later turn at the Hydran player’s option. The fourth PGS cannot
be brought onto the map until it is converted into a PFT. The
Hydrans can build more PGS ships at their option (709.1).

Romulan KRS: Only one can be in service at any time.
Hydran DDS: DDs were converted into scouts (525.323).
Heavy War Destroyers (525.2) can function in a scout role.
Auxiliary PFTs (526.4) have scout capabilities.
Auxiliary drone ships (526.5) have scout capabilities.
X-Scouts: Crippled X-scouts retain their scout capabilities,

but if crippled, they have only one EW point.

 (317.5) SCOUT PODS FOR TUGS

Before the General War, the Alliance empires assumed that
scouts would be used primarily to facilitate reaction movement
and interceptions. (The Klingons and Lyrans believed that scouts
would be used tactically to jam enemy sensors and perform other
missions; they were right.) Many empires built “scout pods” for
their tugs, assuming that these platforms would never go into
actual combat and hence were adequate for tracking uses. (Of
course, all empires were short-sighted in building only enough
tugs for peacetime duties and not realizing just how many war-
time duties they would be needed for.) (Chuck Strong)

Carrying a scout pod is Tug Mission (509.1-S).

(317.51) TYPES OF SCOUT PODS
See the Ship Information Tables for EW ratings.

Federation: Have one scout pod in storage in Y168 and can
build more. No more than three can be in service at
any time. Counts as one pod on tug or LTT. A Federa-
tion tug cannot use EW from more than one pod.

Klingon: None; they used drone bombardment pods.
Romulan: None; they had no tugs of the classical type.
Kzinti: Have two scout pods in Y168 and can build up to two

more. No more than four can be in service at any
given time. A tug can carry one or two; an LTT can
carry one.

Gorn: Have one scout pod in storage in Y168 and can build
one more. No more than two can be in service at any
given time. Counts as one pod on tug or LTT. Tugs
cannot use EW from more than one pod.

Tholian: None; they had no tugs of the classical type.
Orion: None; they had no tugs of the classical type.
Hydran: Have one scout pallet in storage in Y168 and can build

one more. (No more than two can be in service at any
given time.) Counts as one pod on tug or LTT.

Lyran: Have one scout pallet in storage in Y168; no more than
one can be in service at any time. A tug can carry
one; an LTT cannot carry one.

Lyrans can build two smaller scout K-pods for their LTTs; a
tug can carry one or two; an LTT can carry one. Two
pods can combine their EW on the same tug. Klingon
tugs and LTTs cannot use Lyran scout pods.

WYN: See Tactical Operations for their scout/drone pod.
ISC: They can build four tug-based and two LTT-based scout

pods. The two pod classes are not interchangeable.
LDR: None: They can build a max of one smaller K Scout Pod.
Seltorians: None.
Vudar: None: They can build only one smaller K Scout Pod.

(317.52) POD RULES: Scout pods use the existing rules for tug
pods in all other regards. No scout pod adds attack or defense
factors to its tug; all add EW factors, as noted above. Scout pods
on crippled tugs or LTTs produce no EW. Scout pods add one to
the command rating of the tug or LTT carrying them, but no tug
can be increased to a command rating of more than 10. See
(308.52) for scout self-defense jamming.

(317.53) INFLEXIBILITY: Each EW point produced by the pod/
pallet reduces the attack factor of the tug/LTT by two points. The
tug’s attack factor cannot be less than two (unless it is less than
two without using EW). Pods (on an uncrippled tug) always pro-
duce their standard EW points; they cannot be “dialed” down to
save attack factors. This does not affect Klingon drone pods which
have an EW capability but are handled separately.

END  (317.0)
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